
Husqvarna TS60 - Tile Saw Comes With Diamond Blade

Product Description

TS 60 is  an efficient tile  saw with high cutting capacity for  all  kinds of  tile  material.  With this  table saw you get a maximum cutting length of
700 mm. You can easily  plunge or  mitre cut  at  45 degrees for  maximum versatility.  The TS 60 is  equipped with the innovative Jet  Stream
Water Containment System, which means the water  and slurry stay in  the cart  during cutting which means slurry is  minimised and the area
around the saw stays clean and free of water spray. The machine is easy to handle by one person thanks to its light weight, foldable legs and
wheels.

Features

Clean work area -  The Jet  Stream Water  Containment System keeps water  and slurry in  the cart  trench,  making it  ideal  for  cutting
indoors.
Easy transport  -  The low weight,  foldable legs and stable wheels  facilitate transportation.
Flexible cutting method -  Switches between plunge cuts and mitre cuts  with ease.
Ideal  for  long cutting -  The maximum cutting length of  700 mm and the large cutting table allows you to cut  50x50 cm tiles
diagonally.
Easy to clean table -  The large removable cutting table is  easy to clean.
No need to refill  water  -  Thanks to the refined recycling system which cleans water  for  reuse.
Jet  Stream Water  Containment System -  Keeps water  and slurry in  the cart  trench,  making it  ideal  for  cutting indoors.
Adjustable cutting head -  Keeps water  and slurry in  the cart  trench,  making it  ideal  for  cutting indoors.
Overload protection -  The ElgardTM overload protection system allows you to always cut  at  maximum speed,  for  best  performance.
Elgard™ -  LED indication for  machine overload provides increased productivity  and motor  life.
Easy angle cutting -  Angle guide and adjustable stand are included to facilitate cutting.
Electronic  SoftStart™ -  Provides starting with normal,  slow acting fuses.
Smooth start  with normal  fuses -  Softstart™ maintains high productivity  even with normal  fuses.

Specifications



MOTOR    
Rated input  power:  1.8 kW
Phases:  1 ph
Voltage:  220-240 V
Frequency:  50 Hz
Power source:  Corded

CUTTING EQUIPMENT    
Blade diameter,  max:  250 mm
Cutting depth,  max:  65 mm
Max cutting length:  700 mm

DIMENSIONS    
Water  tank capacity:  12.4 L


